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A large and complex CO gas clean up system is usually required to bring down carbon 
monoxide content in reformate gas to acceptable levels for fuel cell application (<10 
ppm). Recently an electrochemical filter has been proposed promising to simplify the gas 
clean up. In this device, a pulsating potential is applied to a conventional PEMFC, the 
configuration results in preferential oxidation of CO. The present work was undertaken to 
investigate the possibility of replacing the expensive Pt catalyst with non-noble metal 
catalyst. It has been shown experimentally that CO adsorbs and electrooxidizes on 
Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst akin to Pt catalyst.  
 
It has been found that CO present in the H2 gas gets adsorbed over the catalyst surface 
causing delay in hydrogen evolution reaction and prevents the Ni dissolution. The 
adsorbed CO was successfully removed by application of suitable anodic potential. It was 
observed that almost 100 % CO removal takes place from the electrode surface. The 
amount of CO electrooxidized depends upon a number of parameters such as CO 
exposure time, CO flow rate, CO concentration, scan rate and catalyst loading. The effect 
these parameters were investigated. 
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CDEFGHIJا LJHMر 
OــــــــJHQJا RMا :NOPQ RSTأ  
LJHMCJا عTUTﻡ :نWXYZ[ا RO]آأ لوأ aTازإ (CO) dOeورROg[ا dﻡ (H2) aOiSjX 
ماRlmﺱoX aOpqOSOآوYgآ rPsﻡtZOu[ا.  
WــXYEJا Z[\ : aOpqOSOZ[ا aﺱRug[ا  
LGر]Jا ^_` لTXbJا cیرHﺕ : WOQWی2005 م  
 
 مRlm]یزw ًةدq{ R|jﻡو YO}آ مq~Q زq[ا ىWm]ﻡ OPlﺕ وأ نWXYZ[ا RO]آأ لوأ زq a[ا
 q[ا qیﺥ تq|O}ﺕ  لW}|ﻡ RT [إ ) نWOiS[ا dﻡ ءre ةY{ dﻡ tأ .(  ه
YیWﺕ ﺕ aﺱارR[ا pqOSOآوYgآ ~uﻡ [ jﻡ pqmQ {أ OiSj[ا g. اه  
pqXYgآ ةرR ،زqg[ا عWQ dﻡ یدq{ Oiﺥ i{ ضYjﺕ YOmﻡ O )PEMFC ( ه
m[ Oiا jﺕ |یY[انWXYZ[ا RO]آأ لوأ R]آ.aO[qS[ا aﺱارR[ا  ﺕ qSآ sX 
 PiZ[ا [qj[ا rPsS[ا YOOﺕ aO[qSmTإPtNOPQ YO QRjﻡ rPsﻡ [إ .  
  
 زq صqmﻡإ ىWm]ﻡ NPQ Ygأو ،tSjS[ا  tیR}[ا rPsS[ا aXYﺕ ﺕو RO]آا لوأ
نWXYZ[ا و ﺕ seوو tیR}[ا rPsS[ا  زq  دWeWS[ا نWXYZ[ا RO]آأ لوأ نأ R
YOﺥﺕ qً}}]ﻡ rPsS[ا i{  mSی dOeورROg[اًا لqSﺥإ ¡uSیو dOeورROg[ا t{qPﺕ  
¢u[ا rPsS[ا tZOu[ا .و a[ازإ ﺕ RCO یدWQأ ةرR یYjﺕ وأ £O}mX حquX  mSS[ا 
 }ﺱquﻡ . ـ[ا tآ a[ازإ ﺕ qً}یY|ﺕ QX ¦TW[وCO|[ا §ﺱ dﻡ qً}یY|ﺕ ¨ .و نأ Reو R
ـ[ا aOSآ CO آ©S[ا  ةR] ـ[ا ضYjﺕ ةRﻡ tªﻡ tﻡاWj[ا dﻡ دR{ i{ RSmjﺕ CO «[آو ،
]ﻡـ rPsS[ا aOSآو ، ةرR|[ا aOSآو ، rOآYm[او ، بqO]Qwا ىWm . tﻡاWj[ا ه aﺱارد ﺕو.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1. Concept of Fuel Cell 
Fuel cell is an electrochemical device that directly converts the chemical energy of 
reactants (a fuel and an oxidant) into electrical energy. Since fuel and oxidant both are 
stored outside the cell, fuel cell is an energy converter only. There are several different 
types of fuel cell but they are all based around a central design, which consists of two 
electrodes, an anode and a cathode. These are separated by a solid or liquid electrolyte 
that carries ions between the two electrodes. Fuel is supplied to the fuel electrode (anode) 
and oxidant is fed to the oxidant electrode (cathode) as shown in the Figure  1-1 for a 
H2/O2 fuel cell. Simultaneous and separate occurrence of oxidation of fuel at anode and 
reduction of oxidant at cathode causes a potential difference that promotes electron flow 
in external circuit. In a PEM fuel cell Pt-Ru and Pt-C are used as anode and cathode 
electrocatalyst respectively.  
  2 
1.2. Advantages and Disadvantages 
Most significant advantage of fuel cell is that chemical energy is directly converted into 
electrical energy thus avoiding the limitation of Carnot cycle, which results into higher 
efficiencies. Other advantages of fuel cells are absence of moving parts, low noise level, 
high reliability, high power and energy densities with respect to volume, low operating 
temperature ranges and low pollution. Fuel cell can be made in variety of sizes and they 
are modular. This advantage is particularly important in congested urban centers where 
the needed transmission and distribution facilities are expensive to install. Although fuel 
cell offers attractive advantages as cited above, there are some disadvantages associated 
with it. This includes high initial cost of the system, large weight and volume of gaseous 
fuel storage, liquefaction expenses of H2 fuel, cleaning requirements of fuel and oxidant 
gases, specific power limitation, and deactivation of precious metal catalyst by S and CO.   
 
1.3. Classification of Fuel Cells  
Fuel cells can be classified either according to the type of electrolyte, electrode, 
electrocatalyst, temperature and end use or applications. Among these, classification 
based on the nature of the electrolyte is most popular. Some of the common types of fuel 
cells and there salient features are listed in Table  1-1. General categories of fuel cells are 
as follows; 
1. AFC: alkaline fuel cell   
2. PAFC: phosphoric acid fuel cell  
3. MCFC: molten carbonate fuel cell  
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Figure  1-1: Schematic Diagram of PEM Fuel Cell 
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Table  1-1: Classification of Fuel Cell based on Electrolyte 
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4. SOFC : Solid Oxide Fuel Cell   
5. PEMFC: Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell  
6. DMFC: Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
 
1.4. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) consists of a proton conducting 
membrane as electrolyte contained between two platinum impregnated porous electrodes. 
The back of the electrodes are coated with a hydrophobic compound forming a wet proof 
coating which provides a gas diffusion path to the catalyst layer. This technology was 
invented by General Electric in the 1950s and was used by NASA to provide power for 
the Gemini space project [ 1]. Typical components and reactions occurring in PEMFC 
fuel cell are given in Figure  1-1. Hydrogen flows into the fuel cell on to the anode and 
gets split into protons and electrons. Hydrogen ions permeate across the electrolyte to the 
cathode, while the electron flows through an external circuit and provides power. Oxygen 
in the form of air is supplied at the cathode that combines with the electrons and the 
hydrogen ions to produce water. The electrochemical reactions occurring at the electrodes 
are as follows: 
 
Anode:  −+ +→ eHH 442 2
            [1.1] 
Cathode:  OHeHO 22 244 →++
−+          [1.2] 
Overall:   EnergyOHOH +→+ 222 22         [1.3] 
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Figure  1-2: Cell Potential and Power Density of PEM Fuel Cell [ 2] 
 
 Figure  1-3: Effect of CO Poisoning on Fuel Cell Performance [ 2] 
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A PEMFC typically operates at a temperature of around 80 ° C. Each cell produces 
approximately 0.7 volt. A higher voltage can be generated by combining a number of 
individual cells in series called fuel cell stack. The potential of the PEMFC drops as a 
function of current drawn from the cell [ 2]. Figure  1-2 shows the effect of current density 
on cell potential and power density. After an initial steep drop in potential, there is an 
almost linear relation between current density and potential. The main limitation of the 
PEM fuel cell is that it needs pure hydrogen, as it is highly susceptible to poisoning by 
carbon monoxide and other impurities. Figure  1-3 represents the effect of carbon 
monoxide poisoning of on the performance of a PEM fuel cell.  
 
1.5. Fuel Processing System 
The objective of fuel processing is to produce pure H2 from the reforming of the easily 
available hydrocarbons and fossil fuel, i. e. natural gas, gasoline, diesel, propane, 
methanol and ethanol. A conventional fuel processing system primarily consists of two 
stages namely reforming and carbon monoxide clean up [ 3- 6]. In reformer, fuels are 
converted into a hydrogen rich stream, called reformate. Reformate, is a mixture of N2 
(40–50 %), H2 (35–45 %), CO2 (10–20 %), carbon monoxide, water vapor and traces of 
other gases. In order to lower the carbon monoxide content, multiple stages of carbon 
monoxide clean up are required. A conventional fuel processing system is shown in 
Figure  1-4. It consists of an autothermal reforming reactor, high temperature and low 
temperature converter water gas shift reactors (HTS & LTS) and a preferential oxidation 
reactor. In the autothermal reformer, fuel is converted to a hydrogen rich stream by 
autothermal reforming in presence of air and water vapors, at temperature 600-900 ο C.  
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COHOHOHC 81023 222168 +→++                      [1.4] 
 
The reformate is now fed to high temperature and low temperature converter water gas 
shift reactors (HTS & LTS) to convert the carbon monoxide content present in the 
reformate to CO2. The temperature for water gas shift is 180 
ο C, and 450 ο C in low and 
high temperature water gas shift reactors respectively.  
 
222 HCOOHCO +→+            [1.5] 
 
The hydrogen rich stream exiting from LTS is then fed to the preferential oxidation 
reactor, where the concentration of carbon monoxide is brought down to ppm levels. 
Typically operating temperature range of this reactor is 100 -180 ο C.   
 
  222/1 COOCO →+             [1.6] 
 
The conventional fuel processing has several limitations such as, total volume 
requirements of the CO clean up stages are more than one order of magnitude larger than 
that of reformer and fuel cell stack combined and poor selectivity of the PrOx reactor for 
oxidizing CO over H2. The typical selectivity of a PrOx reactor towards CO oxidation is 
less than 1: 10 (i. e. for every mole of CO oxidized 10 moles of H2 is also oxidized). In 
addition, it is reportedly problematic during transient operation because CO oxidation 
reaction is highly exothermic and has limited operating temperature. Hence there is  
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Figure  1-4: Schematic Diagram of Conventional Fuel Processing System [ 3] 
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urgent and growing need to develop new methods and technologies for the removal of 
carbon monoxide, effectively and efficiently from the reformate gas. 
1.6. Scope and Objectives  
The present work was undertaken with the aim of exploring the possibility of using 
Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst for electrochemical removal of carbon monoxide from hydrogen. 
The point that was focused while working with the new methodology was to come up 
with cheaper and more efficient carbon monoxide removal method. Currently available 
methods involve application of precious metal catalysts (such as Pt), which are costly, 
and affects the economy of the carbon monoxide removal. The objectives of this study 
can be classified broadly in two categories. First part mainly deals with the study of 
carbon monoxide adsorption and electrooxidation at a planer nickel electrode while 
second part focuses on the study of carbon monoxide removal by using Raney-nickel 
catalyst. Effect of parameters such as carbon monoxide concentration, carbon monoxide 
exposure time and carbon monoxide flow rate have been investigated in order to assess 
the suitability of the nickel based electrochemical filter that can be used in conventional 
fuel processing system.  
 
The objectives of the current work can be briefly stated as follows; 
1. To investigate the suitability of using Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst in electrochemical 
filter for CO removal from reformate gas (H2). 
2. To study the effect of CO exposure time, CO concentration, CO flow rate and 
scan rate on CO electrooxidation performance of the Ni/Raney-Ni.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
 
The available literature was comprehensively reviewed with zeroed in on CO removal 
approaches and kinetics of carbon monoxide adsorption and oxidation on Ni/Raney-Ni 
catalyst. Literature review has been categorized in two sections, with the first section 
emphasizes on the new and conventional carbon monoxide removal approaches, while 
the second section deals with fundamental studies on the kinetics and mechanism of 
carbon monoxide adsorption and oxidation or removal over Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst.  
 
There is a general agreement among fuel cell researchers that the best possible solution is 
the development of a new carbon monoxide removal method that should be free from the 
shortcoming of the current carbon monoxide removal methods [ 7- 9]. Other researchers 
have advocated development of new electrocatalyst and high temperature operation as 
possible solution of carbon monoxide poisoning of fuel cells [ 10- 17]. This section 
  11 
focuses on recent advancement and breakthrough in the conventional carbon monoxide 
removal approaches i. e preferential and selective carbon monoxide oxidation as well as 
new carbon monoxide removal approaches such as methanation, membrane purification, 
integrated water gas shift membrane reactor (WGS), adsorption, sorption process and 
electrochemical filter.  
 
2.1. CO Removal Approaches  
During last decades extensive efforts have been made to develop an effective and viable 
method for carbon monoxide removal that can reduce even traces of CO present in the 
reformate gas with good efficiency and economy. In order to develop efficient monoxide 
removal processes, there is need to understand the kinetics of carbon monoxide 
adsorption and electrooxidation at Pt-Ru anode electrocatalyst. Leading researchers have 
tried to gain insight of mechanism and kinetics details of carbon monoxide adsorption 
and oxidation at the anode electrocatalyst and a number of other metal catalysts [ 18- 21].  
 
The conventional approaches of carbon monoxide removal are low temperature and high 
temperature water gas shift process (LTS & HTS) and preferential or selective carbon 
monoxide oxidation with air bleeding. However, new carbon monoxide removal 
approaches such as methanation, membrane purification (Palladium and Knudsen 
diffusion membrane), integrated WGS membrane reactor, sorption process, plasma 
induced preferential oxidation, adsorption, and electrochemical filter and some other 
processes are at various stages of development. Figure  2-1 shows the ways these new CO 
removal approaches can be incorporated in conventio
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Figure  2-1: Schematic Diagram of New Carbon Monoxide Removal Approaches [ 3] 
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Some of the important carbon monoxide removal approaches are discussed in the 
following sections; 
 
2.1.1. Low and High Temperature Water Gas Shift Process 
Conventionally, low temperature water gas shift and high water gas shift process is used 
for CO removal from the reformate gas containing primarily H2, CO2, water vapors and 
CO. Majority of the CO content is converted to CO2 in these reactors. The reformate gas 
exiting from the low temperature WGS reactor can have a CO concentration in the range 
of 1 % or even less than that. The water gas shift process is given by equation [2.1]; 
 
222 HCOOHCO +→+            [2.1] 
 
Usually, Cu/Zn/Al2O3 based catalyst is employed to speed up the water gas shift process. 
The main limitations of the conventional water gas shift process with Cu/Zn/Al2O3 
catalyst or other commercial catalyst are relatively larger reactor volume and equilibrium 
controlled carbon monoxide conversion. In addition, both low temperature and high 
temperature water gas shift process catalysts are pyrophoric, they spontaneously 
generates heat to dangerously high temperature, when exposed to air after activation.  
 
Therefore advanced water gas shift catalysts for both low temperature and high 
temperature water gas shift processes are need of the hour for effective removal of carbon 
monoxide from reformate. Considerable attention has been paved to the development of 
advanced catalyst with superior performance than currently used catalyst. However 
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developments of an effective commercial water gas shift catalyst either for low 
temperature and high temperature water gas shift operation remains elusive.  
 
The search for non-pyrophoric alternative to commercial catalyst led to the synthesis of 
base metal catalyst called, ‘Selectra Shift’ by Ruettinger et al. [ 22]. Most significant 
advantage associated with the ‘Selectra Shift’ catalyst is that, it is non-pyrophoric and has 
activity comparable to that of the commercial catalyst. High stability up to 350 ° C, wider 
range of operating temperature, safety during accidental exposure and in-situ and ex-situ 
regenarability makes, ‘Selectra Shift’ as a potential choice for water gas shift catalyst.  
 
It was found by Jacobs et al. [ 23] that ceria based catalyst loaded with promoter metals, 
such as Pt, Rh, Pd and Au has much improved performance than commercial catalyst. 
Pt/ceria, Cux/ceria and Au/ceria catalysts were developed by Bunluesin et al. [ 24] and Li 
et al. [ 25] respectively. These catalysts are very attractive and promising alternative to the 
commercial used water gas shift catalyst (Cu/Zn/Al2O3) primarily due to high activity and 
good stability.   
 
2.1.2. Preferential Oxidation 
carbon monoxide content of the reformate gas exiting from the water gas shift reactor is 
reduced to fuel cell acceptable levels (<5 ppm) by preferential oxidation. The preferential 
oxidation is given by equation [2.2]; 
 
222/1 COOCO →+                    [2.2] 
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The main disadvantage of preferential oxidation is its poor selectivity for oxidizing 
carbon monoxide over hydrogen, which is typical less than 1:10. In addition, it is 
reportedly problematic during transient operation because the oxidation reaction is highly 
exothermic and has very limited operating temperature. A number of new catalyst 
systems have been investigated but only few catalysts have shown promising features. 
Hence, so far search for an efficient PrOx catalyst is marginally achieved. 
 
Sedmak et al. [ 26] reported that Au, Pt, Ru, Rh and Cu based catalyst have improved 
performance and could be used for preferential oxidation reactions.  
 
Luengnaruemitchai et al. [ 27] investigated the potential and suitability of gold-based 
catalyst for preferential oxidation of carbon monoxide in a typical PrOx reactor and 
found that gold based catalyst has superior performance in temperature range of 323 - 
463 ° K.  
 
Avgouropoulos et al. [ 28] proposed CuO-CeO2 catalyst, as a candidate catalytic system 
for carbon monoxide removal from reformed gas. The catalyst showed much better 
performance than typical PrOx catalyst. 
 
Menacherry et al. [ 29] developed a new method for the selective oxidation of carbon 
monoxide in a gas stream comprising carbon monoxide, hydrogen and oxygen in an 
adiabatically operated fixed-bed catalytic reactor. It involves control of inlet temperature 
based upon the space velocity of the gas stream through the reactor.  
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Meltser et al. [ 30] developed a method to determining the minimum amount of air to be 
supplied to preferential reactor. It involves the controlling air supply to by monitoring the 
concentration of H2 entering and exiting to the reactor, the difference is correlated to the 
amount of air needed, and based on that the air supply to reactor is adjusted.  
 
Vanderborgh et al. [ 31] developed a new approach for selectively oxidizing CO in H2 
rich feed stream. It comprises mixing a feed stream consisting essentially of H2, CO2, 
water and carbon monoxide with a first predetermined quantity of oxygen (air). The 
mixed feed/oxygen stream is then sent to reaction chambers having an oxidation catalyst 
contained therein. The carbon monoxide content of the feed stream preferentially absorbs 
on the catalyst and reacts with the oxygen in the chambers with minimal simultaneous 
reaction of the hydrogen to form an intermediate hydrogen rich process stream having 
lower carbon monoxide content than the feed stream. Three or more continuous stages 
are required to bring down the concentration of carbon monoxide up to 5 ppm. 
 
Soma et al. [ 32] developed a new method for removing carbon monoxide from reformed 
gas. The method consist of two steps, first treating the reformed gas by a H2 purifier and 
then converting carbon monoxide of the reformate stream into another gas (CO2) thus 
simultaneously high-purity H2 is obtained which leads to higher fuel efficiency. 
 
Buswell et al. [ 33] developed a two-stage reactor for selective oxidation of CO from H2 
gas. Their apparatus consists of two reaction chambers, a primary and a secondary 
chamber, which deliver pure H2 gas having a CO concentration of less than about 5 ppm.  
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Dudfield et al. [ 34] developed a precious metal based catalytic CO oxidation reactor. 
Based upon the measured catalyst activity and CO oxidation, they developed a simplified 
simulation model. They found that it can reduce CO from 1 % to less than 15 ppm. They 
found good agreement between the experimental data and simulation results. 
 
Nagamiya et al. [ 35] developed a new carbon monoxide removal method from reformate 
gas. The method involves supplying oxygen to reformate gas to oxidize carbon 
monoxide. A controller is used for precise controlling of the amount of oxygen to be 
supplied to oxidize carbon monoxide. The amount of oxygen for oxidizing carbon 
monoxide is adjusted appropriately so that a pure reformate gas can be obtained.  
 
Park et al. [ 36] studied selective oxidation of carbon monoxide in hydrogen rich steam 
over Cu-Ce/γ-Al2O3 catalyst promoted with transition metals. They found that a 
maximum carbon monoxide conversion of ~ 80 % is attainable at 150 ° C and up to 99 % 
conversion at 150 - 220 ° C. By carbon monoxide-TDP test, they found that at 
temperature lower that 200 ° C, carbon monoxide adsorption strength of on the catalyst 
surface is high enough to increase the concentration of carbon monoxide, resulting in the 
selective carbon monoxide oxidation.  
 
2.1.3. Plasma Reforming 
Many researchers have advocated the application of plasma reforming as an alternative to 
autothermal reforming of hydrocarbons in conventional fuel processing system, as it 
significantly reduces the amount of carbon monoxide formation [ 37- 43]. In plasma 
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reforming a high voltage electrical discharge is applied to produce gas phase free 
radicals, which produces synthesis gas without use of any catalyst. Catalyst elimination is 
one of the important features of the plasma reforming.  
 
There are two types of the plasma, hot and cold plasma, and either of two can be used for 
the production of synthesis gas. The temperature of hot plasma can be in the range of 
3000-10000 o K while that of the cold may be 1000-2000 o K. Plasma reactors can be 
operated on air and/or steam as reactant. Other advantage of this approach is that it 
reaches to equilibrium at 500-800 o C, which is considerably lower than the reforming 
reactor. Higher consumption of the electrical energy is a limiting factor for this approach.  
 
2.1.4. Methanation 
Significant studies have been carried out to access the potential of methanation for carbon 
monoxide removal, by Dudfield et al. [ 44], Led Jeff et el. [ 45] and Murthy et al. [ 46]. 
Methanation is a process of formation of methane from carbon monoxide and H2. The 
reaction is catalyzed by a supported N catalyst. The advantage of using methanation is 
that reactants are fully mixed and complete removal of carbon monoxide from reformate 
gas is possible. The methanation process is given by the following reaction [2.3];  
 
OHCHHCO 2423 +→+            [2.3] 
 
Other feature of this approach is its good transient response and elimination of air feed 
control. One of the limitations of this approach is its exothermicity, hence accurate 
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temperature control must be employed to prevent unintentional methanation of carbon 
monoxide. Other limitations of this approach are that it causes thermal integration 
mismatch and a loss of 300 % more loss of H2 than the conventional PrOx approach.  
 
Takenaka et al. [ 47] have developed two advanced Ni and Ru based metal catalysts 
(Ni/ZrO2 and Ru/TiO2) for the methanation process that significantly improves the 
performance of this process. They found that these catalysts can decrease a concentration 
of carbon monoxide from 0.5 % to less than 20 ppm. In addition, they found that catalytic 
activities of these supported metal catalyst strongly depends upon the type of the support. 
Among the various investigated support they concluded that ZrO2, TiO2 are optimum 
supports for Ni and Ru. Another significant advantage of these catalysts is that these 
catalysts are highly effective in the presence of 25 volume  % of carbon dioxide.  
 
2.1.5. Adsorption 
The concept of application of carbon monoxide adsorption on a suitable metal salt is one 
of the relatively newer carbon monoxide removal approaches. The advantage of the 
adsorption method it that in addition to carbon monoxide removal, final traces of 
impurities such as ammonia and carbon dioxide can also be removed. Copper and Ni-
platinum salts have received great attention due to their strong ability to remove traces of 
carbon monoxide from the synthesis gas [ 48- 49]. The advantage of using these adsorbent 
are that it achieves total carbon monoxide removal and has very good transient response. 
Major limitations of adsorption approach include non-availability of commercial 
adsorbent, difficulty in regeneration and limited capacity per cycle time. 
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Tamon et al. [ 50] investigated the adsorption characteristics of the carbon monoxide on 
the active carbon impregnated with several metal halides. Among the several metal halide 
studied, they found that only carbon impregnated with CuCl, CuBr, CuI and PdCl2 yield 
high adsorption capacity. Especially they found that the amount of carbon monoxide 
adsorbed on PdCl2/CuCl2 impregnated carbon has around eight to twenty times capacity 
to that of the unimpregnated carbon. 
 
Iyuke and Daud [ 51] studies carbon monoxide removal or reformate purification with Sn 
based catalyst in pressure swing adsorption (PSA). They investigated the effect of the 
support on the selectivity of the Sn catalyst towards carbon monoxide adsorption. They 
investigated pure carbon and impregnated carbon as possible support for Sn catalyst and 
found that adsorption of carbon monoxide was relatively higher with impregnated carbon. 
From the experimental findings they proposed that Sn catalyst based on impregnated 
carbon is more effective to than pure carbon based adsorption application (PSA system).  
 
Rehg et al. [ 52] developed a new method of CO removal from fuel cell reformate gas. 
The new method, electro-catalytic oxidations uses adsorption for the removal of CO. The 
reformer comprises of a cell containing electrode catalytic material that preferentially 
adsorbs and react with CO. The principle of the operation is that CO gets adsorbed on the 
electrode surface an oxidizing agent reacts with the adsorbed CO converting it to CO2. 
 
Yasumoto et al. [ 53] developed a series of new catalyst materials that are capable of 
effectively removing carbon monoxide from H2 gas. The salient feature of the process is 
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that same catalyst can also be used in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell anode. 
The newly developed catalyst comprises of zeolite carrying at least one metal from the 
group consisting of Pt, Pd, Ru, Au, Rh & Ir, or an alloy of two or more metals.  
 
2.1.6. Membrane Purification 
One of the novel method of carbon monoxide removal from reformate is membrane 
purification by the application of either hydrogen selective or carbon monoxide selective 
membranes. Hydrogen purification membrane will only allow hydrogen gas to permeate 
through it, while blocking passage of carbon monoxide and other impurities, resulting in 
pure hydrogen gas (>99.999 %). Similarly a carbon monoxide selective membrane only 
permits carbon monoxide gas to flow through it while preventing flow of hydrogen, 
resulting in pure hydrogen. The purity of the H2 obtained from the membrane purification 
method can be much higher than any of the alternative method.  
 
Membrane purification method was proposed by Yasuda et al. [ 54] and Saracco et al. 
[ 55]. Palladium alloy membranes and Knudson diffusion membranes have particularly 
received great attention because of there ability to remove other hydrocarbon reformate 
gas contaminants H2S, CO2 and NH3 in addition to the effective carbon monoxide 
removal. The important advantage of using the H2 purification membrane over that of the 
conventional carbon monoxide removal approaches is that it eliminates the further need 
of CO clean up, as complete carbon monoxide removal is possible. The disadvantage of 
using the purification membranes are that H2 loss is quite high (10-20 %). In addition, it 
also requires additional air compressor, which affects the economy of the process. Inspite 
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of the above limitations the membrane purification process is still a viable alternative for 
carbon monoxide removal over the conventional carbon monoxide removal methods.  
 
2.1.7. Integrated WGS Membrane Reactor 
Integrated WGS membrane reactor is conventional WGS reactor with the incorporation 
of selective membranes. Instead of using two different reactors, a water gas shift reactor 
and a preferential oxidation reactor, integrated membrane water gas shift reactor (WGS 
membrane reactor) can be used for the same duty as proposed by Uema et al. [ 56], 
Paglieri et al. [ 57] and Winston et al. [ 58]. Hydrogen enrichment membranes and/or CO2 
selective membrane can be incorporated with the conventional water gas shift reactor to 
make either hydrogen selective integrated WGS reactor or CO2 selective integrated WGS 
reactor. Since membranes remove either product of water gas shift reaction (H2 or CO2), 
it is anticipated that integrated WGS membrane reactors can possibly overcome the 
restrain of equilibrium. Palladium alloy and Knudson diffusion membranes are typical H2 
enrichment and CO2 selective membranes, which can be used in any conventional water 
gas shift reactor to give integrated WGS membrane reactor. The reaction in an integrated 
WGS membrane reactor will be the typical reaction occurring in water gas shift reactor, 
as given below;  
 
222 HCOOHCO +→+           [2.4] 
 
The selective membrane will remove either products of the water gas shift process 
resulting in much better carbon monoxide removal or H2 purification. Advantages of this 
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approach are that it can overcome the restrain of equilibrium, smaller reactor volume, 
optimum utilization of hydrogen up to 96 %, Nernstian voltage of 30 mV and almost pure 
hydrogen. The product stream exiting from the reactor contains almost pure hydrogen 
due to almost complete removal of all contaminants such as CO, NH3, CO2 and H2O.   
 
Utaka et al. [ 59] investigated supported copper catalyst for carbon monoxide removal in 
an oxygen supported water gas shift reactor. By the addition of O2 in the gas mixture, 
they observed enhanced effectiveness of water gas shift reaction as well of CO oxidation 
reaction. They found that mixed oxide catalyst of Cu/Al2O3-ZnO exhibited excellent 
activity for removal of a small of CO reformate with O2 assisted water gas shift reaction. 
 
Wilkinson et al. [ 60] developed a new method for removal of carbon monoxide from the 
reformate gas. The method is based on the oxidation of the CO present in reformate 
stream by the reverse water-shift reaction to CO2. They found that the exit stream from 
such process has carbon monoxide concentration <5 ppm which is ideal for a PEMFC.  
 
Hashimoto et al. [ 61] developed a new Pt–Re supported catalyst for water gas shift 
(WGS) reactor as an alternate to the currently used Cu-Zn catalyst. They found that Pt-Re 
based catalyst has good oxidation resistance and superior catalytic reactivity. 
 
Keulen et al. [ 62] developed a process for the purification of H2 gas. The process 
consisting of one or more catalyzed reactions for the selective removal of CO from the 
gas stream wherein a controlled amount of H2O is introduced into the gas stream prior to 
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some of the catalyzed reactions so as to lower the temperature of the gas stream to a 
predetermined value at which preferential removal of CO takes place in the associated 
catalyzed reaction. The catalyzed reactions may be selective oxidation, selective 
methanation or combination of both. This process may be operated in combination with a 
water gas shift reaction for the reduction of CO in the H2-containing gas stream. 
 
Edlund et al. [ 63] & Aranda et al. [ 64] developed novel hydrogen purification membranes 
that can be used in integrated water gas shift reactor for hydrogen purification. The new 
purification membranes are a composite of metal based palladium membrane with trace 
amounts of carbon, silicon, and/or oxygen. Using a reformate gas stream containing 
predominantly hydrogen, they found excellent selectivity for carbon monoxide removal 
from these composite membrane based integrated water gas shift reactor.  
 
2.1.8. Sorption Process 
Sorption is a process of reversible complex formation by carbon monoxide with metal 
catalysts. Lee et al. [ 65] developed the sorption process, which was based on the 
reversible complex forming and dissociation reactions of CO with Cu (I). The advantage 
of sorption process is that CO can be easily captured and released from CuCl-dispersed 
sorbents. The sorption process can successfully remove CO from a reformate gas stream 
containing 1 % CO to a level of 50 ppm or even lower than that. The advantages of the 
sorption process includes the sorbents flexibility to operate at a wide range of 
temperature from room temperature to 250 ○ C, fast CO sorption, easy regenerability, and 
ability to operate over wide concentration ranges. Above mentioned advantages makes it 
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capable of instantaneous cold start and dynamic carbon monoxide removal prompted the 
sorption process as one of the best carbon monoxide removal process for PEM fuel cell. 
 
Cordaro et al. [ 66] showed that sorption process could reduce carbon monoxide from 1% 
to than 100 ppm. They established that amount of the carbon monoxide sorption increases 
with temperature and inlet concentrations. Also they found that copper based sorbents 
possesses the instantaneous cold start capability at room temperature and can reduce 
carbon monoxide from 1 % to much lower carbon monoxide concentrations. 
 
2.1.9. Electrochemical Filter 
The concept of the electrochemical filter was proposed by Laxmanan et al. [ 67- 69]. It is 
an electrochemical device that preferentially oxidizes carbon monoxide over hydrogen 
present in reformate by using current proton exchange membrane fuel cell technology. It 
operates under pulse potential mode to achieve high selectivity for carbon monoxide 
adsorption and oxidation over hydrogen oxidation. The overall reaction of the 
electrochemical filter is given by equation [2.5];  
 
222 HCOOHCO +→+                  [2.5] 
 
The preliminary result about the electrochemical filter shows that by varying the pulse-
potential profile (e.g., on time, off time, and pulse potential) the carbon monoxide and H2 
oxidation currents can be varied independently. They found that adsorption carbon 
monoxide was promoted during the off portion of the pulse (i.e., open circuit), while 
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during on-portion of the pulse potential, oxidation of the adsorbed carbon monoxide was 
preferred as the catalyst surface is covered with carbon monoxide. The filter is still at its 
incipient stage of development and very little information is available about its 
performance. One of the prominent limitations of the filter is that it uses Pt-Ru as 
electrocatalyst for carbon monoxide adsorption and subsequent oxidation.  
 
From the available literature, it could be concluded that Pt-Ru bifunctional catalyst were 
prepared in view that Ru imparts carbon monoxide tolerance to pure Pt catalyst. Hence 
Pt-Ru may not the best choice for electrochemical filter as it will prevent CO adsorption 
on the anode electrocatalyst, which in turn reduces the carbon monoxide removal 
potential of the filter. Obviously pure Pt is a better choice for the electrochemical filter, 
but it is a highly expensive. In addition, world have only limited supply of platinum. 
Approximately 86 % of world’s platinum reserves are in South Africa [ 70- 71]. Hence a 
less costly catalyst needs to find that could be used in the electrochemical filter.  
 
2.2. Study of CO Adsorption and Oxidation on Ni Catalyst 
The study of adsorption and oxidation of carbon monoxide on nickel catalyst is one of the 
prerequisites for the development of efficient nickel based carbon monoxide removal 
method. So far only little attention has been given to Ni as a catalyst for carbon monoxide 
removal by researcher. Therefore the studies concerning on Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst are 
relatively small and rare. Previous studies on Ni were mainly focused on electrochemical 
reduction of carbon monoxide to hydrocarbon as a method to remove carbon monoxide, 
which forms as an intermediate product during the electroreduction of CO2. However 
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studies specifically related to the electrochemical oxidation of CO on Ni catalyst is non-
existent. In the following section some of the important studies that deal with the 
electrochemical reduction or CO adsorption on Raney-Ni catalyst have been presented. 
 
Hori et al. [ 72- 73] were one of the first researchers to study the electrochemical reduction 
of carbon monoxide to hydrocarbons at various metal electrodes such as Ag, Au, Pb, Zn, 
Cd, In, Cu, Fe and Ni. Based on the cyclic voltammetric and coulometric measurements 
in aqueous media, they found that only considerable extent of hydrocarbons was formed 
on Ni. This predominant behavior of Ni catalyst towards carbon monoxide reduction was 
attributed to the predominant H2 evolution at room temperature.    
 
Azuma et al. [ 74] have studied the carbon monoxide reduction at low temperature on 
various metal electrodes namely, Ti, V, Mn, Co, Zr, Nb and Ni. They found that at lower 
temperature (2 ○ C), CO reduction efficiency at Ni electrode increases to many fold from 
that of the room temperature efficiency. In addition, they also observed that the amount 
of carbon monoxide reduction increases linearly with charge passed . 
 
Hori and Murata [ 75] investigated the electrochemical reduction of CO on various metal 
electrodes by using voltametric and coulometric measurement approaches in aqueous 
electrolytes. They found that, adsorption of CO on Ni electrode is of such nature that CO 
is not desorbed even when dissolved CO is purged by continuous sparging of Ar gas in 
the saturated electrolyte solution. In addition, they also observed that, the phenomena of 
dissolution or passivation of the Ni electrode is markedly suppressed by the adsorbed CO. 
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Wang, et al. [ 76] studied the electrochemical characteristics of CO adsorbed on a Ni 
(111) surface. They found that the adsorbed CO layer remains intact up to the moment of 
contact with the electrolyte and can be subsequently electro-oxidized to yield CO2.  
 
Koga and Hori [ 78] studied the affect of adsorbed CO on Ni electrode in connection with 
the electrochemical reduction of CO2. They observed that during the electroreduction, 
CO is formed and strongly adsorbed on the surface. The adsorbed CO prevents the H2 
evolution on electrode as most of the surface sites were covered by CO. They were able 
to reduce it at a negative potential of -0.1 V vs. SCE (saturated calomel electrode). They 
proposed a new correlation to estimate the coverage of the adsorbed CO and the 
reduction of the CO from the extent of prevention of H2 evolution and the time course of 
the cathodic current in constant potential measurement. They found good agreement 
between the values of the CO reduction rate predicted from this model with that of the 
coulometric measurements reported in literature.  
 
Cuesta et al. [ 79] used cyclic voltammetry and potential modulated reflectance (PMR) 
spectroscopy to study the electroadsorption of the carbon monoxide at the Ni electrode, 
and reported the chemisorption of carbon monoxide on the electrode surface.   
 
From the above literature review, it is clear that reduction of carbon monoxide has 
attracted considerable attraction from researcher but no attention has been yet directed 
towards oxidation of CO. The aim of the current work was to study the oxidation of CO 
on Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst to demonstrate that Pt could be replaced by a cheaper catalyst. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
 
 
 
3.1. Materials Used 
3.1.1. Planer Ni Electrode 
A planer cylindrical electrode of Ni (more than 99.99 % pure) was procured from 
Bayouni Trading Co. Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia (Subsidiary of Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The 
geometrical dimension and other details of the working electrode are given in Figure  3-1. 
The active area of the electrode was 0.3 cm2.  
 
3.1.2. Raney-Ni Catalyst 
Raney-Ni-Al catalyst material was procured from Merck-Schuchardt, 8011 Hihenbrunn 
Bi Munich, Germany (Art. No:  820875). The catalyst was supplied in active state with 
50 % water. Some of the properties of this catalyst have been listed in Table  3-1.  
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Parameters Ranges 
Ni content 88 % 
Al content 12 % 
Mol. Weight 58.71 
Storage Medium 50 % Water 
Table  3-1: Properties of Raney-Ni Catalyst 
 
 
 
Figure  3-1: Geometric Dimensions of Planer Ni Electrode 
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3.1.3. Carbon Monoxide Gas 
High purity carbon monoxide gases were procured from Abdullah Hashim Gas Company, 
Saudi Arabia. The supplied gases were 99.9999 % pure. For this study, hydroegn gas 
containing 10 ppm, 100 ppm, 1000 ppm, 10000 ppm and 100000 ppm carbon monoxide 
in hydrogen and pure carbon monoxide gases were purchased.  
 
3.1.4. Hydrogen Gas 
High purity research grade H2 gas was obtained from Abdullah Hashim Gas Company, 
Saudi Arabia. The supplied gas was 99.999999 % pure.  
 
3.1.5. Platinum Disc 
A platinum disc was used as current collector. In the working electrode, it was placed 
between the Raney-Ni working catalyst bed and fritted glass bottom of the tube. A 
platinum wire of 0.05 mm diameter was glued at the center of the disc. These materials 
were procured from Bayouni Trading Co. Ltd. Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia (Subsidiary of 
Sigma-Aldrich, USA). 
 
3.1.6. Electrolyte Solution 
A phosphate buffer solution was used as electrolytic solution. It was prepared by using 
the buffer salt (Fisher Gram-Pac) procured from Fisher Scientific Company, USA. The 
salt contains Potassium Phosphate Monobasic/Sodium Phosphate Dibasic. The pH of the 
buffer solution was 6.86 at room temperature. In order to make one liter of the buffer 
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solution, 7.0 g of buffer powder was dissolved in distilled water, as per the preparation 
instructions of the supplier.  
 
3.1.7. H-type Pyrex Glass Cell 
A Pyrex H-type cell was fabricated for this study. It has three different chambers for 
housing working electrode, reference electrode and counter electrode respectively and 
two gas inlet points.  A finely fritted glass separated the reference and working electrode 
compartments. The cell has also has a lugging capillary between the working electrode 
and the reference electrode chambers.   
 
3.2. Experimental Details for Planer Ni Electrode 
This section deals with the details of the experimental setup used for the carbon 
monoxide adsorption and electrooxidation on planer nickel electrode in this study.  
 
3.2.1. Experimental Setup 
A planer cylindrical electrode (Ni wire of 1mm diameter) functions as working electrode 
in the electrochemical study. The active area of the electrode was 0.3 cm2. An insulating 
paint was applied on Ni wire so that a desired active surface is exposed. A series of the 
steps were used to clean the electrode. The electrode surface was carefully cleaned with 
the emery paper of 1500 grit until mirror finished surface is obtained. Subsequently it 
was washed with deionized water to remove any impurity present at the surface. The 
electrode was further washed in acetone to remove any oil or grease present on the 
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Figure  3-2: Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Setup 
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Figure  3-3: Photograph of Experimental Measurement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  3-4: Photograph of the Experimental Setup 
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 Figure  3-5: Photograph of the Experimental Setup 
 
Figure  3-6: Schematic Diagram of Raney-Ni Electrode 
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surface. At ambient conditions, nickel surface has a stable passive film. It was necessary 
to remove this film so that nickel surface is available for adsorption and reactions. The 
process of etching or removal of passive layer from the working electrode surface is 
called anodization. Anodization was carried out by passing anodic current while the 
nickel electrode was dipped into 85 % phosphoric acid against large area platinum 
electrode. Initially a small current was passed through the electrochemical cell for a given 
period of the time. The value of the current was gradually increased to 30 µA cm-2 so that 
hydrogen evolution is avoided. Following is the possible reaction occurring during the 
anodization of the nickel electrode: 
 
OHNiHNiO 22 +→+       [3.1] 
 
The anodized electrode was again washed carefully by deionized water. The cleaned 
electrode was then used in the electrochemical study. A phosphate buffer solution of 6.86 
±  0.02 pH was used as electrolytic solution in all the experimentation. Figure  3-2 shows 
the schematic diagram of the cell while Figure  3-3 to Figure  3-5 shows the photograph of 
the experimental setup and electrochemical cell. The cell has three chambers for housing 
working electrode, reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively and two gas 
inlet points in the working and reference electrode chambers. In addition, the cell is 
equipped with three gas exit points each at the top of each chamber separately. The gas 
exit point was provided for purging out dissolved gases from each electrode 
compartments. The reference and working electrode compartments were separated by a 
fritted glass. The central chamber was used to house the working electrode, while 
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reference electrode was placed in the right chamber of the working electrode and the 
counter electrode was placed in the left chamber of the cell. A lugging capillary was 
placed between the working electrode and the reference electrodes chambers for 
minimizing the uncompensated resistance. Electrolyte solution was filled to a reasonable 
height in all the three electrode chambers. The electrolyte solution in the working 
electrode chamber and reference electrode chamber can communicate through the fritted 
glass that separates the two chambers. The inlet for the gases in working and reference 
electrode chambers was provided at the bottom of the respective chambers. The cell was 
also equipped with two gas spargers at the working and counter electrode compartments 
for the uniform distribution of the gases.  
 
Cyclic voltammetry and cathodic scan of the working electrode were carried out in this 
study. Single and multiple CV were performed. In a cyclic voltammetry experiment, the 
potentiostat linearly changes the potential of the working electrode with a given scan rate 
and then reverses the scan, returning to the initial potential. During the potential sweep, 
the potentiostat measures the current resulting from the applied potential. The values are 
then used to plot the CV graph of current versus the applied potential, commonly referred 
as voltammogram.  
 
The electrochemical cell, consisting of working, counter and reference electrodes was 
connected to a potentiostat which controls the experiments via a microcomputer. The 
potentiostat used in this study was model 283 from EG & G, Princeton Applied Research, 
USA. The potentiostat was driven by a manufacturer software package Powersuit. The 
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electrode potential was measured with respect to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). All 
the experiments were carried out at room temperature. 
 
3.2.2.Experimental Procedure 
In this section details about the procedure followed during the electrochemical 
experiments is presented. The electrolyte solution which was phosphate buffer solution of 
6.86 pH was firstly decanted in all the three electrode chambers of the H-Type Pyrex cell. 
Nitrogen gas with a significantly higher flow rate was purged in all the three electrode 
chambers for at least 30 minutes in order to completely remove the dissolved oxygen or 
any other oxygen containing species from the electrolyte solution. The cyclic 
voltammetric experiments were performed while N2 gas was being passed slowly. 
 
Whenever the voltammogram of the carbon monoxide exposed Ni electrode surface was 
desired, carbon monoxide gas mixture was passed in the electrolytic solution of the 
working electrode chamber for a predetermined period and flow rate. Subsequently N2 
gas was purged in this chamber for about 30 minutes to ensure the removal of dissolved 
carbon monoxide from the electrolytic solution. The cyclic voltammetric experiment was 
performed under N2 flow to avoid the dissolution of the ambient O2 into the electrolyte.  
 
3.3. Experimental Details for Raney Ni Study 
In this section the experimental setup and procedure used for the electrochemical study of 
carbon monoxide adsorption and electrooxidation on Raney-Ni catalyst have been given. 
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3.3.1.Experimental Setup 
Figure  3-6 shows the schematic details, while Figure  3-7 shows the photograph of the 
Raney-Ni electrode. The electrode consists of a hollow cylindrical Pyrex glass body 
having fritted glass at the bottom with open top. At the bottom of the tube, a platinum 
disc is placed for current collection purpose. A platinum wire was attached at the center 
of the platinum disc for connection to the potentiostat. A known quantity of Raney-Ni 
catalyst slurry was placed at the platinum disc forming a catalyst bed. The height of the 
catalyst bed was approximately 2 mm. The lower end of the working electrode was fritted 
to facilitate the electrochemical communication between working and counter electrodes 
during the electrochemical measurements. Other geometrical dimensions of the working 
electrode are presented in Table  3-2. Due to the equipment limitations only little quantity 
of Raney Ni catalyst was used in the present work. In future studies, both height of the 
catalyst bed and diameter of glass tube can be increased to many folds to adsorb more 
carbon monoxide and in turn removal of more carbon monoxide from hydrogen. 
 
The schematic diagram of the experimental set up used for electrochemical study has 
been illustrated in the Figure  3-8.  The photograph of the experimental set up is shown in 
Figure  3-9. The electrochemical cell consisting of Raney-Ni working electrode, large area 
platinum counter electrode and saturated calomel electrode was connected to a 
potentiostat which controls the experiments via a microcomputer. The potentiostat used 
in this study was procured from EG & G Princeton Applied Research, USA. The 
potentiostat was driven by a manufacturer software package Powersuit. The electrode 
potential was measured with respect to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The  
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Parameters Values 
Catalyst Raney-Ni 
Weight of the catalyst (gm) 0.9 
Diameter of the platinum wire (mm) 
( Current collector) 
0.5 
Diameter of the glass tube (mm) 14 
Height of the working electrode (mm) 80 
Height of the catalyst bed (mm) 2 
Table  3-2: Geometrical Details of Raney-Ni Electrode 
 
 
Figure  3-7: Photograph of Raney-Ni Electrode 
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electrode potential was corrected for the uncompensated resistance. The electrolyte 
solution used was a phosphate buffer solution of 6.86 pH. The experimentation has been 
carried out at room temperature. The procedures for conducting the electrochemical 
experiments are given in the next sections. 
 
3.3.2.Experimental Procedure 
The electrolyte solution, which is phosphate buffer solution of 6.86 pH, was decanted 
into the glass cell to the required height. Nitrogen gas was purged in the electrolyte 
solution for at least 30 minutes in order to complete remove the dissolved oxygen or any 
other oxygen containing species from the electrolyte solution. The working electrode, 
reference electrodes and counter electrodes were placed in their respective slots in the 
electrochemical cell as shown in the Figure  3-8. Nitrogen was passed in the electrolytic 
solution of the working electrode to remove dissolve oxygen from the electrolyte 
solutions of the working electrode. The flow of gas was maintained in such a way to keep 
the catalyst bed in fluidized state. This assures the complete removal of any active 
species present at the electrode surface. Following this cyclic voltammetry was 
performed by using Powersuit software. 
 
Subsequently the flow of nitrogen gas at the working electrode was switched to a 1 % 
carbon monoxide gas mixture. The gas was allowed to flow for 25 minutes to get 
significant amount of carbon monoxide adsorbed at the working electrode surface. The 
flow rate of the carbon monoxide gas was maintained higher enough to keep the catalyst 
bed in pulverized state. This assures the optimum adsorption of carbon monoxide at the 
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catalyst surface. After ensuring significant adsorption of carbon monoxide at the catalyst 
surface, flow of carbon monoxide gas was again switched to nitrogen gas. The purpose of 
the nitrogen gas was to remove carbon monoxide that may have been dissolved in the 
electrolyte solution. After ensuring complete removal of carbon monoxide from the 
electrolyte solution flow of the nitrogen gas was stopped and the catalyst bed was 
allowed to settle down. It has been observed that in 10 minutes the catalyst settles downs 
completely. The CV experiments were performed nitrogen flow to keep the working 
electrode under nitrogen blanket to avoid any dissolution of ambient oxygen into the 
electrolyte solution. 
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Figure  3-8: Schematic Diagram of Experimental Setup for Raney-Ni Study  
 
Figure  3-9: Photograph of Experimental Setup for Raney-Ni Study 
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4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The result and discussion have been broadly categorized in two sections. The first section 
deals with carbon monoxide adsorption and electrooxidation on planer Ni electrode and 
effect of various parameters such as CO concentration, CO exposure time and CO flow 
rate on the electrochemical removal on planer Ni electrode. Second part of this chapter 
focuses on the study of CO adsorption and electrooxidation on Raney-Ni catalyst. 
Characterization of the Raney-Ni catalyst has also been presented in the second part.  
 
4.1. CO Electrooxidation on Planer Ni Electrode 
In the first part of this study, concept of the electrochemical adsorption and 
electrooxidation of CO on planer Ni electrode surface has been presented. One percent 
CO gas in H2 was used for this purpose. This particular concentration of the carbon 
monoxide gas was selected as it corresponds to the typical CO concentration being used 
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in the low temperature water gas shift reactor or preferential oxidation reactor. Cyclic 
voltametric experiments were carried out to establish the adsorption and electrooxidation 
of CO on the catalyst surface. The electrochemical setup consist of planer cylindrical Ni 
electrode of 1mm diameter and 10 mm length as working electrode, a saturated calomel 
electrode as reference electrode and a large area platinum electrode as counter electrode.  
 
Firstly a voltammogram of the clean working electrode with an inert gas (N2) was 
obtained in the potential range of -1.4 V (NHE) to 0.4 (NHE). Above range of potential 
was selected based on the available published information. Then similar voltammogram 
of carbon monoxide exposed working electrode was obtained. In addition voltammogram 
of pure hydrogen exposed working electrode was also observed. The discussion of the 
features and characteristics of these voltammogram has been presented in next sections. 
 
It order to support the cyclic voltammetric results and findings of the carbon monoxide 
adsorption and electrooxidation on Ni electrode surface, cathodic scan of the planer 
nickel electrode was also recorded under nitrogen, carbon monoxide and pure hydrogen 
environment. The analysis of these cathodic scan experiments have been presented along 
with the discussion of cyclic voltammetric data.  
 
4.1.1. Cyclic Voltammetry of Planer Ni Electrode with N2 
Cyclic voltammogram of the N2 exposed working electrode (planer Ni electrode) under 
N2 environment were obtained by following the procedures given in the experimental 
sections. The electrochemical set up used for CV has also been already discussed in the 
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previous sections. The surface area of the planer Ni electrode (working electrode) was 0.3 
cm2. The parameters that were maintained during the experimentation have been listed in 
the Table  4-1.The voltammogram was obtained from an initial potential -0.4 V (NHE) to 
first vertex potential -1.4 V (NHE) and then up to a second vortex potential 0.4 V (NHE) 
and back to the initial potential (-0.4 V). Figure  4-1 represents the voltammogram of the 
planer Ni electrode obtained under these conditions.  
 
From the voltammogram, it is clear that at the beginning of the cathodic scan (-0.4 V), 
current response of the nickel electrode is zero representing absence of any 
electrochemical activity at the catalyst surface. As the electrode is negatively scanned the 
current starts rising at -0.7 V potential and keeps on rising with the potential. This 
cathodic current is essentially due to the occurrence of the hydroegn evolution reaction at 
the Ni electrode surface. Hori et al. [ 78] have also recorded the hydroegn evolution 
process at the Ni electrode under inert environment of Ar. They reported the onset 
potential for hydrogen evolution process at -0.5 V (NHE) which is significantly different 
than observed during this experiment. Apparently this variation of the onset potentials 
can be attributed to the significantly higher surface area used by the Hori et al. The area 
of the electrode used in this study is 1/12th of the area of electrode used by Hori et al [ 78]. 
 
During the anodic scan, the current response of the electrode is essentially zero due to the 
absence of any electrochemical activity at the electrode surface. As the electrode is 
further anodically scanned the current starts increasing slowly and sharp peak is observed 
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Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Vertex potential (V vs NHE) -1.3 
Vertex potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Final potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 50 
Open circuit potential (V vs NHE) 
(measured) 
-0.578 
Sample area (cm2) 0.3 
Reference electrode SCE 
Table  4-1: CV Parameters of N2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
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Figure  4-1: Cyclic Voltammogram of N2 exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
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at approximately -0.25 V. This anodic peak can be attributed to the anodic oxidation of 
the Ni as the standard potential for the Ni/Ni++ is -0.23 V. Dissolution of the Ni readily 
leads to the formation of Ni++ at the electrode surface, that subsequently form a Ni (OH) 2 
film. Hori et al. [ 78] have also reported occurrence of similar peak at -0.25 V during the 
cathodic scan of the Ni electrode in their study. They have attributed this peak to the Ni 
dissolution reaction. Hence the occurrence of the peak at -0.25 V electrode potential 
essentially corresponds to the dissolution and passivation of the Ni electrode.  
 
From the preceding discussion two important conclusions can be made. First conclusion 
is the occurrence of the anodic peak at -0.25 V electrode potential during the anodic 
scanning and second conclusion is the occurrence of the H2 evolution process at -0.7 V. 
Nickel oxidation or dissolution is in close agreement with the Ni oxidation results 
reported by Hori et al. [ 78]. 
 
In order to support the above voltammometric finding about the planer Ni electrode, 
independent cathodic scan of the electrode was performed. The experimental parameters 
that were maintained during the cathodic scan experiment have been listed in Table  4-2. 
The cathodic scan plot of the N2 exposed planer Ni electrode under N2 environment is 
shown in Figure  4-2. The electrode was cathodically scanned from an initial potential of -
0.4 V to a final potential value of -1.4 V.  
 
As in the case of N2 exposed cyclic voltammogram, at the start of the cathodic scan, the 
current response of the electrode is zero, suggesting no activity at the electrode surface.  
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Figure  4-2: Cathodic Scan of N2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Final potential -1.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 10 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) 
(Measured) 
-0.533 
Table  4-2: Cathodic Scan Parameters of N2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
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As the potential is scanned to further negatively at -0.7 V potential the current starts 
rising representing the onset of the electrochemical process at the electrode surface. The 
current response of the electrode rises sharply after this onset potential as potential is 
further negatively scanned up to -1.4 V. This observation supports the above cyclic 
voltammetric findings that H2 evolution reaction takes place at -0.7 V.  
 
4.1.2.Cyclic Voltammetry of CO Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
Cyclic voltammetry of carbon monoxide exposed planer nickel electrode in phosphate 
buffer (pH=6.86) was obtained by following the procedure discussed in the experimental 
section. The electrode was exposed to carbon monoxide gas by continuously bubbling 1 
% carbon monoxide gas in the electrolyte solution of the working electrode at a flow rate 
of 100 ml/min for 20 minutes. Carbon monoxide gets adsorbed on the active sites of the 
nickel electrode surface. Some carbon monoxide might have been dissolved in the 
electrolytic solution also, which were presumably removed by continuous purging of N2 
through the electrolyte solution after flow of carbon monoxide was stopped. It was 
anticipated that a continuous nitrogen purging of 30 minutes removes all dissolved 
carbon monoxide from the electrolyte solution.  
 
The cyclic voltammogram was obtained at 50 mV/sec scan rate. Other parametric details 
of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-3. The voltammogram of the planer Ni 
electrode with 20 minutes carbon monoxide exposure to 1 % carbon monoxide is shown 
in Figure  4-3. The comparison of the cyclic voltammogram of Ni electrode under 
nitrogen and when it was exposed to carbon monoxide are shown in Figure  4-3.  
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Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Vertex potential (V vs NHE) -1.3 
Vertex potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Final potential -04 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 50 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) 
(measured) 
-0.578 
Reference electrode SCE 
 
Table  4-3: CV Parameters of CO Exposed Planer Ni Electrode  
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Figure  4-3: Cyclic Voltammogram of CO and N2 Exposed Ni Electrode  
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During the anodic scanning of the electrode, a peak is observed at -0.13 V, in contrary to 
the Ni electrode under N2 environment, where it occurs at -0.25 V. This means that the 
presence of carbon monoxide on Ni electrode has a major shift of 130 mV in the anodic 
oxidation peak position. Hori et al. [ 77] has observed similar shift but of 400 mV. They 
have attributed this peak to the Ni oxidation that shift towards positive values due to the 
presence of CO. However, the observation of the peak at -0.13 V may not be due to Ni 
oxidation as discussed by Hori et al. It was observed repeatedly that the peak at -0.13 V 
occurs whenever Ni electrode was exposed to CO. But it does not appear during second 
scan or higher scans of the electrode. Hence it can be inferred that the peak occurring at -
0.13 V is not due to the Ni oxidation but due to the oxidation of the adsorbed CO. It is 
hypothesized that in the presence of CO, dissolution of Ni is prevented and or suppressed.  
 
During cathodic scanning of the carbon monoxide exposed Ni electrode, the H2 evolution 
process starts at a potential of -0.96 V. This onset potential is significantly different than 
that obtained in the case of the Ni electrode under N2 environment, which is at -0.7 V. 
The delay of the H2 evolution is approximately 260 mV, which is significantly higher. 
Apparently this was due to the poisoning of the active sites of Ni electrode. Since 
adsorbed carbon monoxide form strong bond with the active sites, only a fraction of the 
active sites are available. Hence from the cyclic voltammogram of the carbon monoxide 
exposed Ni electrode, it can be concluded that CO is getting adsorbed on Ni electrode. It 
can also be inferred that the adsorbed CO form strong bond with the active sites of the 
electrode, resulting in the poisoning of the electrode surface. Hori et al. [ 77] have also 
observed a significant difference in the onset potential of H2 evolution process.  
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Figure  4-4: Cathodic Scans of CO and N2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode  
 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Final potential -1.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 10 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) -0.533 
Electrode Area (cm2) 0.3 
Table  4-4: Cathodic Scan Parameters of CO Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
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Since H2 evolution reaction potential differs remarkably between CO and N2 exposed 
electrodes, this characteristic behavior can be used as an indication of the presence of CO 
on the Ni electrode. For example cathodic scans between -0.4 V to -1.4 V were done. 
 
As in the case of cyclic voltammogram, cathodic scan were also obtained 50 mV/sec scan 
rate. Figure  4-4 shows the cathodic scans Ni electrode exposed CO and under N2 
environment. Parametric details of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-4. As 
expected features of the cathodic scans of the CO exposed electrode have similar 
characteristics to that of the cyclic voltammogram. It is clear that H2 evolution reactions 
start at the potential of -0.96 V (vs NHE), which supports the voltammetric findings.  
 
4.1.3. Cyclic Voltammetry of H2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
Cyclic voltammetry experiments of Ni electrode exposed to pure H2 gas were carried out 
to study the effects of the H2 on the Ni electrode surface. A high purity H2 gas 
(>99.9999% purity) was passed continuously for 30 minutes though the phosphate buffer 
electrolytic solution of the working electrode chamber. During which it was anticipated 
that significant H2 will get adsorbed on the electrode surface. Then, cyclic voltammogram 
of the H2 exposed Ni electrode surface was obtained at 50 mV/sec scan rate. Exact 
parameters of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-5.  
 
Figure  4-5 show the comparison of the cyclic voltammogram of the H2 exposed Ni 
electrode with CO and N2. The performance of the H2 exposed Ni electrode differs 
significantly. It is evident that in the case of the H2 exposed Ni electrode the anodic  
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Figure  4-5: CV of H2, CO and N2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode  
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Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Vortex potential (V vs NHE) -1.3 
Vortex potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Final potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 50 
Open circuit potential (V vs NHE) -0.525 
Sample Area (cm2) 0.3 
Reference electrode SCE 
Table  4-5: CV Parameters of H2 Exposed Planer Ni Electrode 
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oxidation peak is completely absent. It seems that H2 oxidation is occurring across the 
complete anodic potential range (from -0.4 V to 0.4 V range). As in the case of carbon 
monoxide exposed electrode, the adsorbed H2 prevents the Ni dissolution. In addition it is 
also clear that the anodic currents in the case of the H2 exposed Ni electrode are much 
higher than carbon monoxide exposed planer Ni electrode and those of under nitrogen.  
 
During the cathodic scanning, as in the case of the N2 exposed electrode, H2 evolution 
reaction starts at a potential of -0.7 V. This value is essentially similar that observed 
under N2. This suggests that the H2 exposed Ni electrode is behaving very similar to the 
electrode under N2, indicating absence of any reducible species.  
 
From these observations of pure H2 exposed Ni electrode, it can attributes that whatever 
characteristic features of 1 % CO gas in H2 is entirely due to carbon monoxide. These 
findings verify that CO gets preferentially adsorbs at the Ni electrode surface.  
 
4.1.4. Removal of Adsorbed CO from Planer Ni Electrode 
Hori et al. [ 78] tried to remove adsorbed carbon monoxide by electroreduction to 
hydrocarbons. This was done by repeated cathodic scanning. It is a time consuming 
method not practical for an electrochemical filter. As observed by Saleh et al. [ 80], the 
adsorbed CO can be removed from PTFE bonded Raney-Ni gas diffusion electrode 
surface by continuous purging of inert gas for 100 or more hours. Therefore this approach 
is also not pragmatic for electrochemical filter. Above mentioned limitations of these CO 
removal approaches necessitates the development of a new CO removal method.  
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This work describes a new approach of carbon monoxide removal by electrochemical 
oxidation of adsorbed carbon monoxide. By using cyclic voltammetry, adsorbed carbon 
monoxide was removed from the Ni electrode surface. Figure  4-6  shows the cyclic 
voltammogram of the CO exposed Ni electrode obtained during the CO removal from the 
electrode. The parametric details of this experiment have been listed in Table  4-6.   
 
During the start of the anodic scan at -0.4 V, the current response is zero representing the 
absence of any electrochemical activity. As the electrode is further scanned anodically, 
current starts increasing at -0.3 V, representing the onset of some electrochemical 
activity. The anodic current keeps on rising with potential and a clear peak is observed at 
-0.13 V. As discussed in the earlier sections, this peak is essentially due to the 
electrooxidation of adsorbed carbon monoxide.  
 
Figure  4-6 shows the multiple cyclic voltammogram of the CO electrooxidation, which 
were observed in order to investigate whether or not CO is completely removed from the 
electrode surface. From the voltammogram, clear that CO electrooxidation peak is absent 
in second and subsequent scans. From this observation, it can be inferred that complete 
removal of the carbon monoxide takes place during the first scan of the electrode.  
 
In order to verify these findings, cathodic scans of nickel electrode was carried out after 
the completion of the carbon monoxide oxidation. Figure  4-7 shows the cathodic scans of 
the Ni electrode exposed to N2, carbon monoxide and after carbon monoxide oxidation. It 
is clear from this figure that the curves of  
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 Figure  4-6: Multiple CV of CO Electrooxidation on Planer Ni Electrode  
 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Final potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 20 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) -0.555 
Table  4-6: CV Parameters of CO Electrooxidation Experimentation 
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Figure  4-7: Cathodic Scan of CO Electrooxidation on Planer Ni Electrode  
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Ni electrode after carbon monoxide oxidation almost coincides with the initial Ni 
electrode under N2. These curves are markedly different from the CO exposed electrode. 
Hence from it can be inferred that complete removal of carbon monoxide from the Ni 
electrode surface has been achieved by the anodic electrooxidation.  
 
Laxmanan et al. [ 67- 69] have given the detailed mechanism of CO electrooxidation on 
Pt-Ru anode electrocatalyst. It is anticipated that similar electrooxidation mechanism will 
also takes place on Ni catalyst surface. The overall reactions occurring during the 
electrochemical removal of carbon monoxide can be given by reaction [4.4]:  
 
222 HCOOHCO +→+           [4.4] 
22 HH →             [4.5] 
 
During the anodic scanning of the electrode, carbon monoxide oxidation will be preferred 
over H2 oxidation as the catalyst surface is saturated with the carbon monoxide. Reaction 
4.5 represents that whatever H2 gets oxidized during the carbon monoxide 
electrooxidation formed back during the cathodic scanning of the Ni electrode. Electro-
oxidation of carbon monoxide takes place through the following reaction [4.6]: 
 
−+ ++→+ eHCOOHCO 22                  [4.6] 
The mechanistic steps of the above reaction are given as follows: 
 
COMCOM −→+            [4.7] 
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  −+ ++−↔+ eHOHMOHM 2          [4.8] 
  −+ +++→−+− eHCOMOHMCOM 22        [4.9] 
 
Where, M refers to active Ni catalyst sites. 
 
Reaction [4.7] corresponds to the adsorption of carbon monoxide onto the active sites of 
Ni catalyst (i.e., CO poisoning). Reaction [4.8] corresponds to the formation of hydroxyl 
ions via the oxidation of water, and reaction [4.9] corresponds to the oxidation of 
adsorbed carbon monoxide by reaction with the hydroxyl species.  
 
The area under the carbon monoxide electrooxidation peak relative to the background 
current can be used to calculate the amount of carbon monoxide removed by the anodic 
scanning. According to the Faraday’s law, the number of moles of CO oxidized is;  
 
nF
Q
N =                    [4.1] 
Where, 
N = Number of moles of carbon monoxide electrooxidized 
Q = Peak area  
n = Number of the electron involves in the reaction 
F= Faraday’s constant = 96500 
 
The peak area or charge transfer during the CO electrooxidation in the above 
voltammogram (Figure  4-6) is -180 µC. This corresponds to 1.88 l0-4 µ moles of CO.  
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4.2. Parametric Study of CO Removal on Planer Ni Electrode 
In order to fortify the observation of the previous sections, the effect parameters such as 
CO exposure time, CO concentration and CO flow rate have been investigated. Any 
significant variation in the amount of carbon monoxide electrooxidized with these 
parameters will establish that in case of carbon monoxide exposed electrode, oxidation of 
the carbon monoxide takes place rather than dissolution of Ni. In this section details 
about the effect of these parameters has been presented. In order to study the effect of 
concentration, different concentration of carbon monoxide gases namely 10 ppm, 100 
ppm, 1000 ppm and 1 % CO in H2 and pure CO were used. Similarly in order to establish 
the effect of exposure time, the gas was passed for 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 minutes. 
Four different flow rates namely 25, 125, 200 and at 275 ml/min have been investigated. 
 
4.2.1. Effect of CO Exposure Time 
The amount of the carbon monoxide adsorbed on the Ni electrode surface significantly 
increases with the exposure time. In turn oxidation of carbon monoxide also increases as 
more CO is available at the electrode surface. These study were carried out by using 10 
ppm and 1 % CO gas in H2. Other details of the parameters are given in Table  4-7. CO 
electrooxidation voltammogram was obtained after CO exposure of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 
25 minutes. Figure  4-8 and Figure  4-9 shows the variation of the CO electrooxidation 
curves with exposure time at 1 % and 10 ppm CO, respectively. These results can be 
represented in a more meaningful way in terms of the number of moles of CO 
electrooxidized with exposure time plot, which is shown in Figure  4-10 and Figure  4-12. 
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Concentration of CO 
(in H2) 
Flow Rates 
(ml/min) 
Exposure Time 
(min) 
2 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
 
 
 
 
25 ml/min 
35 
2 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 ppm 
& 
1 % CO  
 
 
 
125 ml/min 
35 
 
Table  4-7: Details of Parametric Study on Planer Ni Electrode 
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Figure  4-8: Effect of Exposure Time at 1 % CO  
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Figure  4-9: Effect of Exposure Time on CO Electrooxidation at 10 ppm CO  
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Figure  4-10: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Exposure Time at 1 % CO  
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Figure  4-11: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Exposure Time at 10 ppm CO  
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From these plots it is clear that number of moles of carbon monoxide electrooxidized 
increases with exposure time. At lower exposure time, less carbon monoxide gets 
adsorbed on the electrode resulting in the smaller peak area. Similarly at higher exposure 
time, amount of carbon monoxide getting adsorbed on the electrode surface are much 
higher resulting in significantly higher carbon monoxide oxidation. But it is to be noted 
that charge variations (amount of CO oxidized) are not monotonous, representing absence 
of any linear relationship between the exposure time and carbon monoxide removal rate. 
 
This phenomenon may be apparently due to either of the two reasons or a combination of 
these. Firstly, it may be due to the electrooxidation of any dissolved carbon monoxide 
that might not be purged. Secondly it might be due to the multilayer adsorption of carbon 
monoxide on the catalyst surface. Multilayer adsorption of carbon monoxide on Cu 
catalyst has also reported by Wonga et al. [ 76]. 
 
Also from the above figure, It is clear that moles of carbon monoxide electrooxidized at 
20 and 25 minutes exposure time does differ only marginally, representing a saturation 
phenomenon. Hence, it can be inferred from the above graph that the saturation time of 
the Ni electrode is in the 25 minutes range with 1 % CO and 50 ml/min flow rate.  
 
4.2.2. Effect of CO Concentration 
As in the case of the exposure time study, it is anticipated that performance of the amount 
of carbon monoxide oxidation will also increases with concentration. Concentration of 
CO considerably affects the amount of CO getting adsorbed on the catalyst surface, hence  
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Exp # Flow Rate (ml/min) CO Concentration (ppm) 
1 10 
2 100 
3 1000 
4 1 % 
5 
 
 
25 
Pure 
6 10 
7 100 
8 1000 
9 1 % 
10 
 
 
125 
Pure 
11 10 
12 100 
13 1000 
14 1 % 
15 
 
 
200 
Pure 
16 10 
17 100 
18 1000 
19 1 % 
20 
 
 
275 
pure 
Table  4-8: Details of Parametric Study on Planer Ni Electrode 
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Figure  4-12: Effect of CO Concentration at 25 ml/min  
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Figure  4-13: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Concentration at 25 ml/min 
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Figure  4-14: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs CO Concentration at 125 ml/min 
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Figure  4-15: Effect of CO Concentration at 125 ml/min  
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Figure  4-16: Effect of CO Concentration at 200 ml/min  
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Figure  4-17: Effect of CO Concentration at 275 ml/min  
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Figure  4-18: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs CO Concentration at 200 ml/min 
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Figure  4-19: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs CO Concentration at 275 ml/min 
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affects the carbon monoxide oxidation also. Since the flow rate of carbon monoxide is 
also important factor that affects the CO adsorption on Ni electrode. Therefore, in order 
to have complete assessment of the CO concentration effects, four different flow rates 
have been studied. The parameters of the experiments have been listed in Table  4-8. 
 
Carbon monoxide electrooxidation voltammogram was observed after each exposure. 
Figure  4-12, Figure  4-15, Figure  4-16 and Figure  4-17 shows the effect of carbon 
monoxide concentration at 25, 125, 200 and 275 ml/min flow rate, respectively. From 
these plots it clears that, as in the case of the exposure time study, area of the carbon 
monoxide electrooxidation peaks seems to be increasing with the carbon monoxide 
concentration. However in this case variations of the carbon monoxide removal peak are 
relatively more monotonous and linear. Hence it can be inferred that the amount of CO 
removed by electrooxidation increasing with carbon monoxide concentration. Figure 
 4-13, Figure  4-14, Figure  4-18 and Figure  4-19  represents the above results in term of 
number of moles of CO electrooxidized at each at each concentration, respectively.  
 
The behavior of these graphs indicates that oxidation of carbon monoxide increases with 
increasing carbon monoxide concentration. This phenomenon can be attributed to the 
availability of more carbon monoxide. However from the careful review of the above 
graph it can be inferred that amount of carbon monoxide electrooxidized does not 
increase monotonously or linearly with carbon monoxide concentrations. This strange 
behavior can be attributed to either of the two phenomena happening in the 
electrochemical cells. There is possibility that some carbon monoxide might be present in 
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the dissolved form in the electrolyte, which also gets oxidized during the process adding 
to the CO removal charges. The other possible reason of this inconsistency may be due to 
multilayer adsorption of CO at the catalyst surface, hence giving higher CO oxidation.   
 
4.2.3.Effect of CO Flow Rate 
Flow rate at which CO gas was passed through the electrolyte solution for CO exposing 
of the Ni electrode also affects the electrooxidation of CO. In order to access the affect of 
the flow rate, CO gas at four difference flow rate were used. The parametric details are 
given in Table  4-9. Carbon monoxide electrooxidation voltammogram were carried out 
after each exposure of the gas. 
 
Figure  4-20, Figure  4-22, Figure  4-24 and Figure  4-26 represents the effect of flow rate at 
1 % CO and 1000, 100, 10 ppm carbon monoxide at 25 minutes exposure time. Figure 
 4-21, Figure  4-23, Figure  4-25 and Figure  4-27 shows the number of the moles of CO 
electrooxidized at different flow rates respectively. It is clear from these plots that as the 
flow rate of the carbon monoxide is increased the area of area of the carbon monoxide 
peak is also increasing, indicating increase in carbon monoxide electrooxidation. The 
increase in the peak area (amount of CO electrooxidized) was essentially due to more 
availability of more CO at higher flow rate. But the important features of these plots are 
that the area change is only marginal. From these plots we can conclude that, in the 
investigated range of the flow rate, it does not significantly affect the CO 
electrooxidation. A possible explanation of this behavior can be attributed to the smaller 
active area of the catalyst that gets saturated easily with even very small flow rate.  
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Exp # CO Concentration (ppm) Flow Rate (ml/min) 
1 25 
2 125 
3 200 
4 
 
10 
275 
5 25 
6 125 
7 200 
8 
 
 
100 
275 
9 25 
10 125 
11 200 
12 
 
 
1000 
275 
13 25 
14 125 
15 200 
16 
 
 
1 % 
275 
17 25 
18 125 
19 200 
20 
 
 
Pure  
275 
Table  4-9: Details of Parametric Study on Planer Ni Electrode 
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Figure  4-20: Effect of Flow Rate at 1 % CO  
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Figure  4-21: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Flow Rate at 10 ppm CO 
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Figure  4-22: Effect of Flow Rate at 1 % CO  
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Figure  4-23: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Flow Rate at 10 ppm CO 
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 Figure  4-24: Effect of Flow Rate at 100 ppm CO  
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Figure  4-25: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Flow Rate at 10 ppm CO 
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Figure  4-26: Effect of Flow Rate at 10 ppm CO  
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Figure  4-27: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Flow Rate at 10 ppm CO 
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4.3. Characterization of Raney-Ni Catalyst 
In this section, details about the Raney-Ni catalyst characterization have been presented. 
Raney-Nickel catalyst is usually produced by leaching aluminum from Ni-Al alloy in a 
hot alkali. In this process H2 gas evolves and gets adsorbed in the micropores of the 
Raney-Ni, which makes it highly pyrophoric as reaction of the adsorbed H2 with air 
releases considerable amount of heat that can sinter catalyst. The pyrophoricity of the 
Raney-Ni catalyst prevents its characterization in active state. Hence the catalyst needs to 
be passivated for the characterization [ 81].  
 
The pyrophoricity of the Raney-Ni catalyst can be eliminated by forming an oxide layer 
of a certain thickness on the surface of the active component and removing the adsorbed 
H2 [ 81]. In the available literature numerous methods have been reported for the 
passivation of the pyrophoric Raney-Ni catalyst. Conventional method of catalyst 
passivation was described by Ewe et al [ 81]. H2O2 stabilization method was reported in a 
number of studies by Al-Saleh et al. [ 82], Rahman [ 83] and Kareemuddin [ 84]. It was 
found by these researchers that H2 peroxide oxidation method using 15 % weight 
reported is one of the simplest and efficient methods of Raney-Ni catalyst passivation.  
 
In this study the Raney-Ni catalyst was passivated by H2O2 oxidation for the 
characterization of the catalyst. The details about the experimental set up and procedure 
have been reported in literature [ 81- 84]. The stabilized catalyst was characterized by 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), SEM-EDS, x-ray diffraction (XRD), inductive 
coupled plasma-absorption emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and BET surface area to 
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study the structure and active area of the catalyst. The details about the results of these 
characterizations have been presented in the following sections. 
 
4.3.1. Inductive Coupled Plasma (ICP-AES) 
The elemental analysis of the passivated catalyst was carried out by using inductive 
coupled plasma-absorption spectroscopy (ICP-AES) technique. The passivated catalyst 
sample was first digested in a 25 % of HCl solution under low heat until only a white film 
particle was formed. Resulting solution was finally diluted in 5 % HCl and screened with 
ICP for elemental analysis. By using four levels of mixed standard containing the 
elements found in the screening test, the final analysis of the catalyst sample were carried 
out. Table  4-10 gives the details of the elemental analysis of the passivated catalyst.  
 
4.3.2. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction pattern of the passivated Raney-Ni catalyst was obtained to gain the 
insight about the structure and composition. High activity catalyst usually possesses high 
crystalline content. The technique is used to identify and compare the crystalline Ni, NiO 
and Ni (OH)2 contents of the passivated Raney nickel catalyst. The absence of the Ni 
(OH)2 peak indicates the absence in the sample. The x-ray diffraction patterns were 
obtained by using a Theta-2-theta scanning diffractmeter. The scanning of sample was 
done from 4 degree to 80 degree two theta. The obtained XRD patterns were compared 
with standard Ni and NiO patterns of the Joint Committee of Powder Diffraction Services 
(JCPDS).  
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Elements % By Weight 
Al 2.7 % 
Cu <0.05% 
Ni 88 % 
Cr <0.05% 
Ti <0.01% 
Fe <0.05% 
Mn <0.05% 
Others(O) 9.34 
Table  4-10: ICP-AES Analysis of H2O2 Passivated Raney Ni Catalyst 
 
 
 Figure  4-28: XRD Patters of H2O2 Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
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Figure  4-29: XRD Patters of H2O2 Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
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Figure  4-30: SEM Micrograph of H2O2 Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
 (500X magnification) 
 
Figure  4-31: SEM Micrograph of H2O2 Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
 (1000X magnification) 
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Figure  4-32: EDS Spectra of H2O2 Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
 
 
Parameters Values (%) 
Ni 87.8 
O 9.34 
Al 2.67 
Si 0.14 
Table  4-11: Elemental Analysis of H2O2 Passivated Raney Ni Catalyst 
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The XRD patterns in shown in figures have four prominent peaks which correspond to 
(1,1,1), (2,0,0), (2,2,0) and (2,2,2) of the standard nickel XRD patterns Higher 
crystallinity of the catalyst can be inferred from the sharp and pointed peaks. The peaks 
corresponding to NiO very small and swallow indicating that little NiO is present in the 
sample. The NiO content is less than 10 %. This may be hypothesized to be present on 
the surface as a result of the slow oxidation of Ni along with adsorbed H2. Hence from 
the XRD patterns, it can be concluded that Raney-Ni catalyst contains crystalline Ni and 
little NiO representing higher active surface area and catalyst activity. 
 
4.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Scanning electron microscopy was carried out to determine the elemental composition 
and microstructure of the passivated catalyst sample. In this method an electron spot of 5 
nm minimum is focused on the sample. This spot is then moved over a small area by 
means of a set of deflecting coils. This area is displayed highly magnified on a cathode 
ray tube (CRT) by focusing the current passing through the scanning coils to pass through 
the corresponding deflecting coils. The CTR image can be transferred to the photographic 
paper. The passivated catalyst sample was held with conducting black ink and adhesive 
conductive copper tape attached to sample holder. The imaging was performed in 
Secondary Electron (SEI) mode. The Energy dispersive spectral (EDS) and 
semiquantitative analysis data of the passivated Raney-Ni sample were obtained. 
 
Figure  4-30 and Figure  4-31 represents the SEM micrograph the passivated catalyst 
samples. The micrographs have a magnified resolution of 500 and 1000 times 
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respectively. The micrograph clearly suggests that the particles are of irregular shape and 
have different sizes varying from submicron to 25 microns. The micrograph with 1000 
resolution shows clearly that the particles have sharp edges and not fused into one 
another. This suggests that virtually no sintering of the catalyst took place. However, the 
sintering in the microporous structure having pores of less than 100 A° in each particle 
can not be identified in these micrographs.  
 
Figure  4-32 represents the SEM-EDS micrograph of the passivated catalyst samples. The 
semiquantitative analysis of the EDS reveals that the passivated Raney-Ni have less than 
3 % Al, while the content of NiO in the sample is approximately 10 %.   
 
4.3.4. BET Surface Area and Pore Size Distribution 
BET surface area and pore size distribution of the catalyst was obtained by Rahman [ 83]. 
Since the catalyst system and the experimental condition were identical to that being used 
in this study, the results obtained by him still hold for our H2O2 passivated catalyst 
system. The BET surface area of the passivated Raney-Ni catalyst can be measured by 
using the adsorption of a liquid N2 on the catalyst surface. The value of the BET surface 
area of the H2O2 passivated catalyst was found to be 72 m
2/g. Details about the 
experimental procedure and the other conditions have been reported by him [ 83]. The 
equipment used was SORPTOMATIC in which the volume of the gas adsorbed was 
obtained by measuring the decrease in the pressure resulting from the adsorption of a 
portion of N2 gas. Experimental procedure and other details of the method have been 
given reported [ 83]. 
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Pore Size (o A) % Pores 
37-100 0 
100-1000 17 
1000-10000 70 
>10000 13 
Table  4-12: Pore Size Distribution of Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
 
 
Parameters Values 
Particle Diameter 25.06 micron 
BET Surface Area 72 m2/g 
Density 5.122 g/cm3 
Ni content 88 % 
NiO content 10 % 
Average Particle Size 25 micron 
Mol Weight 58.71 
Table  4-13: Characteristic Values of Passivated Raney-Ni Catalyst 
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Pore size distribution analysis of the catalyst was obtained by employing Quantrachrone 
Microscan Particle Size Analyzer. The method consist of making sediment of the 
passivated catalyst in an appropriate liquid  The absorption of the falling particle in the 
liquid is measured and converted into particle size using sample density, liquid viscosity 
and temperature. The average particle diameter is 25.06 micron. Density of catalyst is 
required for the particle size analysis. The density of the catalyst was found to be 5.2212 
g/cm3 by using helium displacement method [ 83].  
 
Based on the XRD, SEM, pore size distribution and ICP-AES analysis, the complete 
characterization the passivated Raney-Ni catalyst have been listed in Table  4-13 
 
4.4. CO Removal Study on Raney-Ni Electrode 
The amount of CO oxidation on planer Ni electrode is of the order of few nano moles. As 
described earlier, CO removed by planer Ni electrode by exposing with of 1 % CO for 20 
minutes is 1.88 x 10-4 µ moles. Smaller value of CO oxidation was apparently due to 
smaller active area of the planer electrode (0.3 cm2). In order to obtain a significant CO 
oxidation, Raney-Ni catalyst is used, which has significantly higher surface area.  
 
4.4.1.Cyclic Voltammetry of Raney-Ni Electrode under N2 
Cyclic voltammogram of the N2 exposed Raney-Ni electrode functioning as working 
electrode in the electrochemical cell was obtained under N2 blanket. The Raney-Ni 
electrode was constructed in a cylindrical glass tube of approximately 14 mm diameter  
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Figure  4-33: Complete CV of N2 Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode  
 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (sec) 900 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
First vertex potential (V vs NHE) -1.4 
Second vertex potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Final potential -0.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 10 
Open circuit potential (V vs NHE) -0.628 
Table  4-14: CV Parameters of N2 Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
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housing 0.9 gram of the Raney-Ni catalyst. The electrode was exposed to N2 by 
continuously bubbling N2 gas in the electrolyte solution over Raney-Ni catalyst bed at a 
flow rate of 50 ml/min for 30 minutes. The scan rate for the experimentation was 10 
mV/sec.  Exact parametric details of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-14.  
Figure  4-33 and Figure  4-34 represents the cyclic voltammogram obtained for the N2 
exposed Raney-Ni electrode.  
 
From the voltammogram, it is clear that at the beginning of the cathodic scan (-0.4 V) 
current response of the working electrode is zero representing absence of any 
electrochemical activity at the catalyst surface. As the electrode is further negatively 
scanned the current response of the cathodic current starts rising at -0.7 V and it keeps on 
rising with potential. This rise in the cathodic current is essentially due to the occurrence 
of the H2 evolution reaction at the electrode surface. This observation is in agreement 
with the planer Ni electrode where H2 evolution also takes place at the same potential.  
 
However, contrary to the cathodic current response of the planer Ni electrode, it is to be 
noted that the current response seems to be following a plateau for a brief period before 
exponentially rising with the electrode potentially. Observation of this plateau can be 
attributed to signifying higher surface area as compared to the planer Ni electrode. After 
this short plateau, H2 evolution reaction further speeds up with the potential increasing to 
more cathodic values giving much higher current. In addition, it is to be noted that 
current response of the Raney-Ni electrode between -0.4 V upto -0.7 V potential scanning 
is not zero as was in the case of the planer electrode. This is essentially  
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Figure  4-34: CV of N2 Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (sec) 600 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.6 
Vertex potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Final potential (V vs NHE) -0.6 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 10 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) 
(measured) 
-0.628 
Area of the electrode (m2) 63 
Table  4-15: Parameters of N2 Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode  
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due to the higher resistance of the electrolytic solution. Here, it is significantly higher 
because the catalyst is highly porous.  
 
During the start of the anodic scan, the current response of the electrode is essentially 
zero due to the absence of any electrochemical activity at the electrode surface. As the 
electrode is further scanned a sharp peak is observed around 0.025 V, attributing to the 
electrochemical activity at that particular anodic potential. As in the case of the planer 
electrode, apparently this anodic peak is due to the dissolution of the Raney-Ni. However 
a major shift of 275 mV in the dissolution potential is observed. This huge shift in the 
dissolution potential is essentially due to significantly higher surface area of the Raney-
Ni electrode. The active area of the Raney-Ni electrode is many times higher than that of 
the planner electrode suggesting significant double layer charging. Hence the occurrence 
of the peak at +0.025 V is essentially due to the passivation of the Raney-Ni electrode. 
The observation of the peak during the anodic scanning is in close agreement to that of 
the Ni oxidation results reported by Hori et al. [ 78].  
 
From the preceding discussions about the cyclic voltammogram of the Raney-Ni 
electrode under N2 environment, two important conclusions could be made. Firstly, Ni 
dissolution takes place at + 0.025 V. Secondly, H2 evolution reaction starts at the -0.7 V. 
 
4.4.2. Cyclic Voltammetry of CO Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
In order to demonstrate the preferential adsorption of CO on Raney-Ni electrode surface, 
cyclic voltammetric experiments of Raney-Ni electrode were obtained  
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Figure  4-35: CV of CO Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 900 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.6 
Final potential -04 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 10 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) -0.630 
Sample Area (m2) 63 
No of Cycles 3 
Table  4-16: CV Parameters of CO Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
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Following the procedures experimental procedures discussed earlier. The details 
discussions about the feature of cyclic voltammogram of carbon monoxide exposed 
Raney-Ni electrode have been presented in this section.  
 
The electrode surface was exposed to CO by continuously bubbling of 1 % CO gas 
through the electrolyte solution at a flow rate of 50 ml/min for 30 minutes. This flow rate 
of CO gas was maintained high enough to keep the catalyst bed in the fluidized state. 
This was done to achieve maximum adsorption of CO on the Raney-Ni catalyst surface. 
It was anticipated that during 30 minutes significant amount of CO gets adsorbed. During 
this process, CO might also get dissolved in the electrolytic solution, which was removed 
by continuous purging of N2 through the electrolyte solution after flow of CO gas was 
stopped. Nitrogen was continuously passed through the electrolytic solution for 30 
minutes, for the removal of CO. Subsequently flow of N2 gas through the electrolyte 
solution was stopped and catalyst bed was allowed to settle. The flow of N2 flow was still 
maintained atop of the electrolyte solution to prevent any unwanted dissolution of oxygen 
or oxygen containing species and to maintain the N2 blanket over the electrolyte solution.  
 
Figure  4-36 represents the voltammogram for the carbon monoxide exposed Raney-Ni 
electrode. The parametric details of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-16 . 
Although CO exposed voltammogram of the Raney-Ni electrode has more or less similar 
trends and features but their characteristic are quite different than that obtained under N2. 
Figure  4-36 also shows the comparison of the voltammogram under N2 and CO. As in the 
case of the planer Ni electrode, during anodic scan Raney-Ni electrode also exhibits  
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Figure  4-36: CV of CO and N2 Exposed Raney-Ni Electrode 
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anodic peak at +0.225 V. The position of the anodic peak is significantly different than 
that observed in the case of the N2 exposed Raney-Ni electrode, where dissolution occurs 
at +0.025 V. A potential shift of approximately 200 mV is observed in anodic peak 
position. As discussed earlier, in the case of carbon monoxide exposed planer Ni 
electrode, this anodic peak is essentially due to the oxidation of adsorbed carbon 
monoxide. This means that presence of carbon monoxide is preventing the oxidation of 
the Raney-Ni electrode. The magnitude of the peak shift in this case is considerably 
higher than that observed in the case of the planer Ni electrode where it was 
approximately 130 mV. This can be attributed to the higher surface area of the Raney-Ni 
electrode. From the above observations, it can be concluded that carbon monoxide gets 
adsorbed on Raney-Ni electrode.  
 
4.4.3. Removal of Adsorbed CO from Raney-Ni Electrode 
In agreement with the carbon monoxide removal from the planer Ni electrode, the 
adsorbed carbon monoxide from the Raney nickel electrode can be removed by using 
cyclic voltammetry. Figure  4-37 shows the cyclic voltammogram of the Raney-Ni 
electrode obtained during the electrooxidation of the adsorbed carbon monoxide. The 
details about the parameters of the experimentation have been listed in Table  4-17.   
 
At the start of the anodic scanning (-0.6 V), the current response is zero representing 
absence of any electrochemical activity. However the current starts increasing at -0.4 V 
represents the onset of CO electrooxidation. As the electrode is scanned further 
anodically the current also increases, representing a peak at +0.15 V. Therefore from this  
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Figure  4-37: Cyclic Voltammogram of CO Electrooxidation on Raney Ni Electrode  
 
Parameters Range/Values 
Equilibration time (Sec) 120 
Initial potential (V vs NHE) -0.4 
Final potential (V vs NHE) +0.4 
Scan rate (mV/sec) 20 
Open Circuit Potential (V vs NHE) -0.638 
No of cycles 3 
Table  4-17: CV Parameters of CO Electrooxidation on Raney-Ni Electrode 
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voltammogram, it is clear that CO oxidation takes place at +0.15 V. 
 
Multiple voltammogram of the CO exposed Raney-Ni electrode was observed in order to 
check the validity of the observation of the planer Ni electrode, where complete oxidation 
takes place in the first scan. Figure  4-37 represents the multiple cyclic voltammogram of 
the CO electrooxidation on Raney-Ni electrode. It is clear that during second and 
subsequent cycle, no CO removal peak is present. This observation essentially represents 
complete removal of CO took place.  
 
As in the case of the planer Ni electrode, the area of the CO electrooxidation curve could 
be used to calculate the amount of the CO oxidized by the Raney-Ni electrode. The area 
of the peak in Figure  4-37 is approximately -500 m C. By using the Faraday’s law given 
in equation 4.1, number of moles of CO electrooxidized is found to be 5.182 µ moles.   
 
4.5.  Parametric Study of CO Removal on Raney-Ni Electrode 
As in the case of the planer Ni electrode, CO oxidation on Raney-Ni electrode also 
depends upon the CO concentration, exposure time and flow rate of the CO gas. It is 
anticipated that the affect of these parameter will be similar to that observed in the case of 
the planer Ni electrode. In addition to the above parameters, it was observed that the CO 
removal rate significantly depends upon the scan rate of the anodic scanning experiments. 
The effect of the scan rate on CO removal is presented in next section.  
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4.5.1.Effect of Scan Rate 
In order to study the effect of the scan rate carbon monoxide electrooxidation 
voltammogram were obtained at 0.1, 1, 10 and 20 mV/sec, respectively.   
Figure  4-38 shows variation of the carbon monoxide electrooxidation curves with scan 
rate. It is clear that, the peak area or moles of carbon monoxide electrooxidized varies 
significantly with the scan rate. It is also clear that the highest area of the carbon 
monoxide removal peak (moles of CO electrooxidized) is in the case of the highest scan 
rate (20 mV/sec) investigated, while the smallest area was observed in the case of the 
smallest scan rate of 0.1 mV/sec. This remarkable variation of the carbon monoxide 
removal can be attributed to the significantly higher surface area of the Raney-Ni 
catalyst.  
 
From the above voltammogram, another interesting observation can be inferred regarding 
the variation of the carbon monoxide electrooxidation peak position with scan rate. The 
carbon monoxide peak is at 0.35 V potential for 20 scan rate, while it is observed 
approximately at +0.25 V at 10 mV/sec and in the case of 1mV/sec scan rate it is at +0.15 
volt. Such shifting of the peak position was not observed earlier in the case of the planer 
Ni electrode due to smaller active area.  
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Figure  4-38: Effect of Scan Rate on CO Electrooxidation on Raney-Ni Electrode 
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Figure  4-39: Amount of CO Electrooxidized vs Scan Rate  
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5. CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1.  Conclusions 
The search for an effective carbon monoxide removal method has led to the development 
of electrochemical filter proposes by Laxmanan et al [ 67- 69]. It uses Pt-Ru as catalyst for 
the electrochemical filtering of carbon monoxide from reformate with excellent 
efficiency and effectiveness. Platinum is expensive and supply is limited.]. The present 
work was undertaken to explore the possibility of using Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst in the 
electrochemical filter for carbon monoxide removal from H2 gas. The important 
conclusions from the present study can be stated as follows: 
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1. Electrochemical removal of carbon monoxide is possible on Ni/Raney-Ni catalyst, 
a much cheaper catalyst than platinum which is used in recently developed 
electrochemical filter.  
2. In contrast to the earlier works, pertaining to carbon monoxide removal from Ni 
catalyst by using electroreduction, this work demonstrate that electrooxidation of 
carbon monoxide can be used for carbon monoxide removal from hydrogen.  
3. From the cyclic voltammetric study Ni/ Raney-Ni electrode, it has been found that 
during cathodic scan hydrogen evolution reaction takes place and passivation of 
the Ni takes place during the anodic scan of the electrode under N2. 
4. From the cyclic voltammetry of carbon monoxide exposed Ni/ Raney Ni electrode 
it has been found that preferential adsorption of CO takes place on Ni electrode. 
5. The adsorption of carbon monoxide on Ni/Raney-Ni electrode prevents the Ni 
dissolution reaction and causes significant delay in the H2 evolution reaction.  
6. carbon monoxide removal depends upon a number of parameters such as active 
area of catalyst, CO concentration, CO exposure time, flow rate and scan rate etc.   
7. Based on the study of the effect of exposure time, concentration and flow rate, it 
has been found that CO oxidation increases with increasing the exposure time.  
8. Amount of carbon monoxide oxidized by Raney-Ni is significantly higher than 
planer Ni electrode verifying the dependence of active area. 
 
5.2. Recommendations 
This is the first work which establishes that Ni/Raney Ni catalyst could be used in the 
electrochemical filter to remove carbon monoxide from hydrogen streams (reformate 
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gas). Some of the recommendations for future study for pertaining to the performance 
improvement of the electrochemical method of carbon monoxide removal from hydrogen 
are as follows; 
 
1. Use Raney-Ni gas diffusion electrode so that mass transfer resistance could be 
minimized.  
2. Prepare a cell with higher surface area and demonstrate reduction in carbon 
monoxide concentration using gas chromatography.  
3. Develop a mathematical model for the performance of the electrochemical filter 
so that parameters such as, effect of flow rate, exposure time and catalyst loading 
etc could be optimized.  
4. Eventually its performance should be investigated under integrated reformer and 
fuel cell system.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
 
NHE= Normal Hydrogen Electrode 
SCE= Saturated Calomel Electrode 
CV= Cyclic voltammetry 
A= Surface area of the electrode 
D = Average diameter of the carbon monoxide molecule 
F= Faraday’s constant 
i = Exchange current density 
NA = Avogadro number 
n = Number of the electron involves in the reaction 
Q = Charge transferred during the reaction 
N= Number of moles of carbon monoxide electrooxidized 
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Figure A 1: Multiple Voltammogram of 10 ppm CO @ 25 ml/min 
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Figure A 2: Multiple Voltammogram of 100 ppm CO @ 25 ml/min 
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Figure A 3: Multiple Voltammogram of 1000 ppm CO @ 25 ml/min 
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Figure A 4: Multiple Voltammogram of 1 % CO @ 25 ml/min 
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 Figure A 5: Multiple Voltammogram of Pure CO @ 25 ml/min 
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Figure A 6: Multiple Voltammogram of 10 ppm CO @ 125 ml/min 
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Figure A 7: Multiple Voltammogram of 100 ppm CO @ 125 ml/min 
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Figure A 8: Multiple Voltammogram of 1000 ppm CO @ 125 ml/min 
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Figure A 9: Multiple Voltammogram of 1% CO @ 125 ml/min 
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Figure A 10: Multiple Voltammogram of Pure CO @ 125 ml/min 
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 Figure A 11: Multiple Voltammogram of 10 ppm CO @ 200 ml/min 
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Figure A 12: Multiple Voltammogram of 100 ppm CO @ 200 ml/min 
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Figure A 13: Multiple Voltammogram of 1000 ppm CO @ 200 ml/min 
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Figure A 14: Multiple Voltammogram of 1 % CO @ 200 ml/min 
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Figure A 15: Multiple Voltammogram of Pure CO @ 200 ml/min 
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Figure A 16: Multiple Voltammogram of 10 ppm CO @ 275 ml/min 
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Figure A 17: Multiple Voltammogram of 100 ppm CO @ 275 ml/min 
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 Figure A 18: Multiple Voltammogram of 1000 ppm CO @ 275 ml/min 
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Figure A 19: Multiple Voltammogram of 1 % CO @ 275 ml/min 
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 Figure A 20: Multiple Voltammogram of Pure CO @ 275 ml/min 
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